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FILENAME DESCRIPTION

NP04 0569 Harbor seagull flock loop.wav Harbor seagull flock on dock near and far with squawks and piercing calls. Loop.

NP04 0570 Harbor seagull flock traffic loop.wav Harbor seagull flock on dock near and far with squawks and piercing calls. Traffic in background. Loop.

NP04 0571 Harbor seagull flock traffic enclosed loop.wav Harbor seagull flock on dock near and far with squawks and chatter. Traffic in background, water drips from dock, acoustically enclosed feel of adjacent 
structures. Loop.

NP04 0572 Harbor seagulls feeding on water close v1.wav Harbor seagulls feeding on still water with splashes, cries, wing flaps. Well isolated.

NP04 0573 Harbor seagulls feeding on water close v2.wav Harbor seagulls feeding on still water with splashes, cries, wing flaps. Well isolated with minor distant traffic noise at times. Very active at times, spacious at other 
times.

NP04 0574 Harbor seagulls socializing loop.wav Harbor seagulls chattering and squawking individually during social meeting. Distant calls and traffic at times. Loop.

NP04 0575 Harbor seagulls crows.wav Harbor seagulls calling, wing flutters, water splashes. Crows at times.
NP04 0576 Harbor seagulls spacious loop.wav Harbor seagulls spacious and sparse. Loop.

NP04 0577 Harbor seagulls distant loop.wav Harbor seagulls very distant occasional wave ripples, background motor drone. Songbirds obvious at times. Loop.

NP04 0578 Harbor birds fog horns loop.wav Harbor morning birdsong and fog horns. Distant waves faint. Loop.

NP04 0579 Harbor birds fog horns diverse loop.wav Harbor morning shorebirds and various fog horns. Distant waves. Faint unintelligible voices at times. Loop.

NP04 0580 Harbor park people loop.wav Harbor park with unintelligible voices and people activity, sparse. Seagulls, fog horn and traffic distant. Indistinct waves. Loop.

NP04 0581 Harbor park industrial loop.wav Harbor industrial park with active seagulls and light industrial traffic including distant backup alarms. Loop.

NP04 0582 Harbor park windy boat traffic loop.wav Harbor industrial area is windy and inactive. Drone of boat in background. Loop.

NP04 0583 Harbor park boat traffic children loop.wav Harbor industrial area with distant boat traffic, bird chatter, and children's voices distant. Loop.

NP04 0584 Harbor park boat traffic seagulls fog horns loop.wav Harbor industrial area with distant boat and air traffic, seagulls, gentle wave lap with fog horns. Loop.

NP04 0585 Harbor park traffic crows dog loop.wav Harbor industrial area with distant boat, air and truck traffic, crows, dog bark, horn honk. Loop.

NP04 0586 Harbor traffic wind light loop.wav Harbor industrial area with traffic droning continuously, horn honk series. Loop.

NP04 0587 Harbor shorebirds active loop.wav Harbor natural area with active crows, numerous seagulls calling in background with other shorebirds. Faint fog horns. Loop.

NP04 0588 Harbor industrial din loop.wav Harbor industrial din with seagulls at times. Slight electrical hum, brief car beep, boat horn. Loop.

NP04 0589 Harbor industrial hum seagull loop.wav Harbor industrial din with electrical hum and seagull prominent, duck quack. Road traffic intermittently in background. Loop.

NP04 0590 Harbor industrial drone crows loop.wav Harbor industrial din with ventilation drone and crows prominent. Loop.

NP04 0591 Harbor industrial traffic drone crows loop.wav Harbor industrial din with boat, land and air traffic. Crows squabbling, seagulls and seal distant. Loop.

NP04 0592 Harbor marina rigging clatter traffic loop.wav Harbor marina mast rigging clatter and distant traffic, helicopter pass prominent. Few hard heel footsteps and occasional voices. Distant seagulls. Loop.

NP04 0593 Harbor crows traffic loop.wav Harbor air, sea, land traffic drone with prominent cacophony of crows with distant beach waves. Jet flies overhead low level on approach to airport. Faint 
unintelligible voices at times. Loop.

NP04 0594 Harbor urban traffic birds loop.wav Harbor crows active with strong urban traffic drone and active seagulls. Loop.

NP04 0595 Harbor wave delicate lap bird chirps loop.wav Water laps at edge of harbor with occasional bird chirps. Close perspective. Loop.

NP04 0596 Harbor wave lap babbling seagulls loop v1.wav Water babbles against rocky edge of harbor with occasional seagull cries. Close perspective. Loop.

NP04 0597 Harbor wave lap babbling seagulls loop v2.wav Water babbles against rocky edge of harbor with occasional seagull cries. Close perspective. Loop.

NP04 0598 Harbor wave lap cricket loop.wav Water laps gently against rocky edge of harbor with crickets prominent. Shipping traffic drone clearly evident yet distant. Seagull echoes. Loop.

NP04 0599 Harbor wave lap birds loop.wav Water laps gently against pebbled edge of harbor with morning songbirds and crows in background. Crows sometimes loud and unusual. Shipping traffic clearly 
evident yet distant. Charming. Loop.
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NP04 0600 Harbor wave small quick pebbled loop.wav Water laps are small and quick across pebbled shore with background of birds and shipping traffic. Loop.

NP04 0601 Harbor wave small sweeping pebbled loop.wav Water laps are small and sweeping across pebbled shore with background of shipping traffic. Loop.

NP04 0602 Harbor wave small busy loop.wav Water laps are small and busy with background of shipping traffic. Loop.

NP04 0603 Harbor wave moderate birds loop.wav Harbor waves are moderately small with background of shipping traffic and forest songbirds. Loop.
NP04 0604 Harbor wave larger birds loop.wav Harbor waves larger with songbirds, background seagulls and shipping traffic. Loop. 

NP04 0605 Harbor wave seagulls.wav Harbor waves with seagulls prominent. Loop. 

NP04 0606 Harbor waves jetty buoy gentle loop v1.wav Harbor bell buoy with gentle wave surges into rock jetty. Loop.

NP04 0607 Harbor waves jetty buoy gentle loop v2.wav Harbor bell buoy with gentle wave surges into rock jetty. Deep toned offshore fishing vessel background. Loop.

NP04 0608 Harbor waves jetty buoy gentle loop v3.wav Harbor bell buoy with gentle wave surges into rock jetty. Long surges splashy. Loop.

NP04 0609 Harbor waves breakwater ocean swells birds loop.wav Harbor breakwater with deep ocean swells background, seagulls and crows briefly. Jet passes slowly overhead. Loop.

NP04 0610 Harbor waves breakwater ocean swells rumbling loop 
v1.wav

Harbor breakwater with rumbling deep ocean swells background, crows brief. Birds chirping. Loop.

NP04 0611 Harbor waves breakwater ocean swells rumbling loop 
v2.wav

Harbor breakwater with rumbling deep ocean swells sweep across background, crows brief. Loop.

NP04 0612 Harbor waves breakwater storm rigging loop.wav Harbor breakwater with stormy seas and boat rigging clatter. Loop.

NP04 0613 Harbor pier pilings lap with ship rumble loop.wav Harbor pier pilings lap with ship rumble. Loop.

NP04 0614 Harbor pier pilings lap birds loop v1.wav Harbor pier pilings lap with seagulls and crows. Birds bathing. Distant horn. Enclosed feel. Loop.

NP04 0615 Harbor pier pilings lap birds loop v2.wav Harbor pier pilings lap with seagulls and crows. Birds bathing. Distant horn. Enclosed feel. Loop.

NP04 0616 Harbor pier water trickle traffic bridge loop.wav Harbor pier with water trickling and dripping. Traffic on nearby draw bridge. Seagulls frequent. Enclosed feel. Loop.

NP04 0617 Harbor ship horn.wav Harbor ship horn blasts, three.

NP04 0618 Harbor ship bumper wind rigging loop v1.wav Harbor ship rubber bumper rubs against pier with wind through rigging in background. Loop.

NP04 0619 Harbor ship bumper wind rigging loop v2.wav Harbor ship rubber bumper rubs against pier with wind through rigging in background more subdued than previous version. Loop.

NP04 0620 Harbor marina lap rigging voices loop.wav Harbor marina with water lap and light wind rattling rigging. Distant voices at times. Loop.

NP04 0621 Harbor marina lap rigging traffic loop.wav Harbor marina with light wind rattling rigging, some bumper squeaking. Distant traffic at times. Loop.
NP04 0622 Harbor marina rigging clatter loop.wav Harbor marina with light wind rattling rigging prominently in marching cadence. Distant traffic at times. Loop. 

NP04 0623 Harbor marina rigging clatter slap loop.wav Harbor marina with light wind rattling rigging and traffic distant. Loop. 

NP04 0624 Harbor marina rigging clatter gong loop.wav Harbor marina with light wind rattling rigging with gong like sounds at times. Loop.

NP04 0625 Industrial quiet crickets loop.wav Industrial area with quiet crickets and distant songbird. Winged insects at times. Rumble of power plant dominates background. Loop.

NP04 0626 Industrial quiet traffic rumble loop v1.wav Industrial urban area with traffic rumble with sparse activity. Loop.

NP04 0627 Industrial quiet traffic rumble loop v2.wav Industrial urban area with traffic rumble with sparse activity. Prominent background truck. Loop.

NP04 0628 Industrial quiet traffic rumble dog loop.wav Industrial traffic rumble. Dog echoes in distance with flag pole rattle. Truck traffic obvious. Loop.

NP04 0629 Industrial outdoor din locomotive idling closer loop.wav Locomotive idling outdoor at night, closer. Loop.

NP04 0630 Industrial outdoor din locomotive idling vent loop 
v1.wav

Locomotive idling outdoor at night, ventilation and water. Loop.

NP04 0631 Industrial outdoor din locomotive idling vent loop 
v2.wav

Locomotive idling outdoor at night, ventilation and with water. Loop.
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NP04 0632 Industrial outdoor din ventilation loop.wav Outdoor ventilation din with very faint voices at times. Loop. 

NP04 0633 Industrial outdoor din ventilation complex loop.wav Outdoor ventilation din with complexity. Loop. 

NP04 0634 Industrial outdoor din ventilation traffic loop.wav Outdoor ventilation din with traffic background. Loop. 

NP04 0635 Industrial outdoor din traffic PA loop.wav Outdoor industrial traffic din with PA loudspeaker. Loop. 

NP04 0636 Industrial outdoor din shop loop.wav Outdoor industrial shop din with fluid leak and occasional tool clinks. Loop. 

NP04 0637 Industrial outdoor din shop ventilation loop.wav Outdoor industrial shop din with ventilation rattle, distant traffic. Loop. 

NP04 0638 Industrial outdoor din shop train traffic loop.wav Outdoor industrial shop din with train pass. Traffic obvious, subsides for train pass then resumes. Loop. 

NP04 0639 Industrial outdoor din sparse activity loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with sparse background activity. Loop. 
NP04 0640 Industrial outdoor din sparse activity rumbling loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with sparse background activity, similar to urban alley. Loop.

NP04 0641 Industrial outdoor din sparse traffic crow loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with sparse traffic, distant dog, crows, inner city feel. Squeaky vehicle pass. Loop.

NP04 0642 Industrial outdoor din power plant birds loop v1.wav Outdoor industrial area with power plant and birds. Loop.

NP04 0643 Industrial outdoor din power plant birds loop v2.wav Outdoor industrial area with power plant, birds and distant traffic. Wind blows through dried weeds. Loop.

NP04 0644 Industrial outdoor din neighborhood warehouse 
loop.wav

Outdoor industrial neighborhood warehouse, distant birds, voices, traffic, car doors. Loop.

NP04 0645 Industrial indoor din engine idle loop.wav Indoor industrial engine idling. Loop.

NP04 0646 Industrial indoor din empty shop loop.wav Indoor industrial mechanical shop, empty, very distant sparse traffic. Loop.

NP04 0647 Industrial indoor din empty shop humming loop.wav Indoor industrial electrical shop, empty, humming. Loop.

NP04 0648 Industrial indoor din empty shop booming loop.wav Indoor industrial shop, empty, booming. Loop.

NP04 0649 Industrial indoor din empty shop buzzing loop.wav Indoor industrial shop, empty, buzzing. Loop.

NP04 0650 Industrial indoor din empty shop birds loop.wav Indoor industrial shop, empty except for birds chirping. Loop.

NP04 0651 Industrial indoor din empty shop ringing loop.wav Indoor industrial shop, empty, ringing. Loop.

NP04 0652 Industrial indoor din empty enclosure loop.wav Indoor industrial empty enclosure, traffic echoes at times. Loop.

NP04 0653 Industrial indoor din mechanical room loop.wav Indoor industrial mechanical room. Loop.

NP04 0654 Industrial indoor din mechanical room intense loop.wav Indoor industrial mechanical room, loud and intense. Loop.

NP04 0655 Industrial indoor din loading dock drops loop.wav Indoor industrial loading dock with water drops. Loop.
NP04 0656 Industrial indoor din conveyor fast loop.wav Indoor industrial conveyor belt going fast without items. Loop.

NP04 0657 Industrial outdoor light mill loop.wav Outdoor light industrial area with wood mill, birds, drone of distant traffic. Loop.

NP04 0658 Industrial outdoor light manufacturing loop.wav Outdoor light industrial area with voices, truck traffic, hammer, saw, metal, wood. Loop.
NP04 0659 Industrial outdoor energy drone birds loop.wav Outdoor industrial area booming with energy consumption, traffic and birds in background. Loop.

NP04 0660 Industrial outdoor heavy abandoned birds loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with drone of distant traffic and birds in background. Abandoned feel. Loop.
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NP04 0661 Industrial outdoor heavy abandoned people loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with drone of distant traffic with backup alarm and people in background. Jet overhead. Abandoned urban feel. Loop.

NP04 0662 Industrial outdoor manufacturing ventilation loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with manufacturing activity, traffic, materials handling, drips of water with prominent drone of ventilation. Loop.

NP04 0663 Industrial outdoor manufacturing equipment loop.wav Outdoor industrial area with manufacturing activity, materials handling using equipment. Loop.

NP04 0664 Industrial outdoor heavy power wind loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with roaring power consumption that fluctuates with intensity due to turbulent air layers. Distant bird chirps. Metal clanking in 
background. Loop.

NP04 0665 Industrial outdoor heavy night traffic loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area at night with whining electrical machinery and traffic echoes. Loop.
NP04 0666 Industrial outdoor heavy day traffic loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area during day with jet, plane, and truck traffic, backup alarms. Loop.

NP04 0667 Industrial outdoor heavy alarming loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with multiple alarms continuously running. Loop.

NP04 0668 Industrial outdoor heavy alarming traffic loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with multiple alarms continuously running, includes multiple vehicle passes. Loop.

NP04 0669 Industrial outdoor heavy handling loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with materials handling of large loads, metal stresses. Loop.

NP04 0670 Industrial outdoor heavy conveyors loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with materials handling using conveyors and heavy equipment. Loop.

NP04 0671 Industrial outdoor heavy equipment tools loop.wav Outdoor heavy industrial area with materials handling using heavy equipment. Tools, clinking and hammering. Backup alarms, truck brakes. Loop.

NP04 0672 Industrial indoor underground traffic puddle cart 
loop.wav

Indoor industrial underground traffic through puddle with cart. Loop.

NP04 0673 Industrial indoor underpass jackhammers loop.wav Indoor industrial underpass jackhammers and construction. Loop.

NP04 0674 Industrial indoor shop mechanical loop.wav Indoor mechanical shop, power tools, materials handling, voices. Loop.

NP04 0675 Industrial indoor shop deep vibrations loop.wav Indoor mechanical shop with minor materials handling, voices, very deep low frequency vibration. Loop.

NP04 0676 Industrial indoor shop voices alarm ventilation loop.wav Indoor mechanical shop with alarm and voices background. Strong ventilation. Loop.

NP04 0677 Industrial indoor conveyor materials handling loop.wav Indoor conveyor materials handling and sorting. Background voices. Loop.

NP04 0678 Industrial indoor hydraulic materials handling loop.wav Indoor materials handling, thudding objects against metal containers, hydraulic whining, hoses spraying. Loop.

NP04 0679 Industrial electrical buzz instrument beep loop.wav Prominent industrial electrical buzz with beep of instrument with echo. Loop.

NP04 0680 Industrial electrical hum birds loop.wav Prominent industrial electrical hum with birds in background. Loop.

NP04 0681 Industrial electrical hum traffic dogs loop.wav Prominent industrial electrical hum with traffic and dogs in background. Loop.

NP04 0682 Industrial electrical rattle loop.wav Prominent industrial electrical rattle. Loop.

NP04 0683 Industrial electrical rattle drips loop.wav Prominent industrial electrical rattle with drips. Loop.

NP04 0684 Industrial compressor loop.wav Industrial compressor, close perspective. Loop.

NP04 0685 Industrial ventilation loop v1.wav Industrial ventilation. Loop.

NP04 0686 Industrial ventilation loop v2.wav Industrial ventilation. Loop.

NP04 0687 Industrial ventilation loop v3.wav Industrial ventilation. Loop.

NP04 0688 Industrial ventilation rattle drone loop.wav Industrial ventilation with rattle, droning motor and occasional bird chirp. Distant traffic. Loop.

NP04 0689 Industrial conveyor smooth loop.wav Smooth industrial conveyor belt. Loop.
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NP04 0690 Industrial conveyor rattling pump thumps loop v1.wav Industrial conveyor belt is rattling with pump drone in background making thumps. Loop.

NP04 0691 Industrial conveyor rattling pump thumps loop v2.wav Industrial conveyor belt is rattling with pump drone in background making thumps. Loop.

NP04 0692 Industrial conveyor elevator loop.wav Industrial conveyor belt elevates granular material. Loop.

NP04 0693 Industrial conveyor whining loop.wav Industrial conveyor belt moves quickly with dry whining. Loop.

NP04 0694 Industrial conveyor droning loop.wav Industrial conveyor belt moves quickly with droning. Loop.

NP04 0695 Industrial heavy materials movement loop.wav Industrial heavy materials move across left to right. Loop.

NP04 0696 Industrial heavy materials movement muffled loop.wav Industrial heavy materials move across left to right, muffled, internal. Loop.

NP04 0697 Industrial train freight activity loop.wav Industrial train activity, freight wheel flange squealing, crows, traffic, alarm. Loud collisions. Loop.

NP04 0698 Industrial train freight activity seagulls loop.wav Industrial train activity, train horn, distant seagulls and traffic, slight wind, train moves slowly with throttling up and down pulling load. Loop.

NP04 0699 Industrial train freight rolling squealing distant 
loop.wav

Industrial train activity, train rolls at distance with squealing wheel flange, Consistently slow and cautiously. Loop.

NP04 0700 Industrial train squeals isolated.wav Industrial train wheels squeal three times slowly and well isolated.

NP04 0701 Industrial train squeals long slow isolated.wav Industrial train wheels squeal slow and long ending in background metal collision. Isolated.

NP04 0702 Industrial train swaying stresses isolated loop.wav Industrial train freight moving internal metal stresses with swaying creaking sounds. Isolated. Loop.

NP04 0703 Industrial steam engine loop.wav Chuffs from old steam engine alternate left and right. Start then stop, twice. Loop.

NP04 0704 Industrial steam shop activity loop.wav Activity in industrial steam shop. Loop.

NP04 0705 Industrial hydraulic breaker hammer loop.wav Industrial hydraulic breaker hammer demolishing concrete continuously. Loop.

NP04 0706 Industrial jackhammers traffic loop.wav Industrial jackhammers perform road revision with traffic distant. Loop.

NP04 0707 Industrial jackhammers portable loop v1.wav Industrial portable jackhammers, kerosene powered, break down hard rock. Loop

NP04 0708 Industrial jackhammers portable loop v2.wav Industrial portable jackhammers, kerosene powered, break down hard rock. Closer than previous version. Loop

NP04 0709 Industrial jackhammers portable loop v3.wav Industrial portable jackhammers, kerosene powered, break down hard rock. More various than previous versions. Loop.

NP04 0710 Industrial sanders loop.wav Industrial sanders, closer, loud. Loop.

NP04 0711 Industrial skid steer equipment start run stop.wav Industrial skid steer equipment starts, stops runs, three times.

NP04 0712 Industrial equipment loading materials loop.wav Industrial equipment loads materials into dump truck. Minor truck activity. Distant jet. Loop.

NP04 0713 Industrial building construction intense loop.wav Industrial construction area with multiple power tools. Intense. Loop.

NP04 0714 Industrial clown factory loop.wav Industrial clown factory (aka wind turbine farm) producing one imaginary clown per second each attached to a helium balloon. Loop.
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